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Bingo with compound words
see pictures of the Icelandic version on the next page

What you need:






cards with compound words (I made 40 compound words and on one card I had f.e. tooth and brush and on
another one toothbrush) The cards were 4,5x6,5 cm (pictures and text below the picture)
5 bingo cards (A4) with 8 frames on each (I had the frames 5x7 cm)
carton paper (A4) in different colors (as thick as you can put in the laminator machine)
laminator machine and plastic
scissors

What you do:


You start by making the compound words cards in the computer, as many as you need. When that is done
you print them out on the carton paper and cut them to the frame size. There is no need to cut the big bingo
cards. Put everything in plastic and run through the laminator machine. Cut again the cards with the
compound words.

The game:


Split the cards into two groups (one with two words f.e. tooth and brush and one with toothbrush) Choose
witch group the reader shall have and the players drag cards from the other group and put them on the
frames on their bingo card. The reader takes one card at a time and reads what says there f.e. tooth and
brush. The players look at their bingo card and see if they have toothbrush at their card. The one who has it
puts the picture of the toothbrush on the top of tooth and brush. The first one to fill his bingo card is the
winner. You can play it the other way also and even mix from both groups.

Note:


This is made for children that are 4 – 6 years old and not many of them can read well. If this is made for
children that can read well there is no need for pictures and I think you can find many more compund word
then.
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